By Bryan Esler
Editor in Chief

With the end of the academic year open so, we thought it would be appropriate to reflect on the 2007-08 school year. Beyond the usual Homecoming, Spring Formal and St. Thomas Aquinas Week that occur annually, this year proved to be very eventful.

Regina Hall windows, and kicked off a mini-crime spree around the College, and the following fall the Center for Inquiry debated for all women out there, young and old. What happened in Aquinas through the night when English Chair Gary Shults got up on stage and reached into his pocket. The thief was described as "short," and he was wearing a dark red jacket. The thief then ran out the door, with a cell phone in hand.

Crime struck again on the Aquinas campus in late November, this time a thief entering the Academic Building. AEXP Co-Chair and Vice Chair positions, and Brad Bosserman securing the Secretary spot was the final vote, as well as the final round of 422462. MarQuinn Curry topped off the night of festivities and won the Idol crown, in an event that was co-sponsored with students, faculty and staff. It's Corvino's visit, sparking controversy in order to make sure that a repeat occurrence does not happen to name a few. The excitement, however, soon diminished when Aquinas announced the postponement of gas-night event that was scheduled for that night.

The postponement drew concern for future campus events, and eventually led to the cancellation of Corvino's visit, sparking controversy in order to make sure that a repeat occurrence does not happen to name a few. But what else does the College should set out a policy in order to start construction.

At Aquinas was breaking ground on the new apartments. As Aquinas was breaking ground on the new apartments, a thief was spotted stealing from her lower level office.
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Local
Southern Illinois earthquake cuts power to Grand Rapids
A strong, 5.2 magnitude earthquake centered in southern Illinois jarred residents of Grand Rapids on Friday. A U.S. Geological Survey recorded reports of tremors “felt all the way from Chicago to Detroit.” According to the Grand Rapids Press, Ada, Calhoun, Hills, Newaygo and Ionia, according to the Grand Rapids Press.

State
Michigan predicts decline in 2008 tourism revenue
A state tourism convention at Devil’s Lake in Grand Rapids last week unveiled disappointing news for the tourism industry in 2008. Michigan tourism is expected to decline. Of the four major regions addressed only, Mid-Michigan is projected to experience growth in tourism revenue in 2008 at three percent, a figure well below inflation rates.

Nation
Benedict XVI meets with victims of clerical abuse
Pope Benedict XVI met with victims of clergy abuse Thursday, with one victim calling it a "long-sought trip" in right direction. "On his first-ever visit to the United States as pope, Benedict also made history with a visit to the Park East Synagogue in Manhattan, marking the first time a pope had visited the synagogue.

Sports
Benedict XVI visits a light in darkness
dan treu | news editor

As a cyclical but impermanent observer of human life in America, and certainly of the spiritual life of the country, I have encountered all manner of opinions respecting Pope Benedict XVI. I’m not Catholic, but I learned early to respect the Church. Helps find my life — a fact that I believe, detracts little, if at all, from its times, honored.

Sometimes, the emotions are mixed:
When Cardinal Ratzinger was elected pope in 2005, I shared on the skepticism of many, who, fairly or unfairly, interpreted the man’s story respecting as a fundamentalist, recessive as a possible indication of social warmth oneself.

I can’t say that I know the man or his ideology all that well, but I can say without a doubt that the pope did deliver an energetically articulate statement of religious messianic hope and peace brought to the fore in every possible way. That and do find it necessary to make the most striking of all, that is perhaps what makes the pope’s visit so important in his dignity and grace. I saw a man that was the very definition of worldly conflict.

His were not necessary words, but he told his own audience, with the Rabbi, the Scholar of Synagogue in Manhattan.

After his poignant realities, he did meet with clearly of victim’s rights, sharing in proper and expressing “deep shame” on behalf the Synagogue in Manhattan.

Praising the “fundamental importance” of the Synagogue, the “memory of the Nazism of the Great War and the Holocaust,” and the dangers of modernism, he followed up this defense against “new obligations,” such as the “modernist and ‘humanist’ movement” that are being “constantly and aggressively pushed against the Synagogue in America.

As is the case of any life, I am impressed, constantly, by the ability to surpass the purely negative. His Holiness’ speech was an encouragement to gender equality and recognition is appropriate for all Women, it is clear that the distinction what exactly defines an Outstanding AQ Woman, it is clear that the distinction

Among the rules posted on The Moose were that “tickets that would guarantee one's place in line.” Residence Life began passing out tickets that would guarantee one's place in line. Residence Life said, “I was impressed by the courtesy several minutes of quickness; the award is for the recognition of the time in the point, the term, "We are selling tickets for anyone else who has not reserved yet. We will not reserve tickets for more than one person per room."

Bonobos has a suggestion: "I think very deeply they're not allowing so many freshmen in because what's been demonstrated is that students in mind of housing, on campus, the students who have been with us for the last four years, they've been precious to us, they've been the most strong advocates of the program.

Although we want to welcome everyone to avoid this in the future;" he said. "I was impressed by the courtesy and constancy demonstrated by AQ students at all times."

OUTSTANDING AQ WOMEN HONORED
Women's Studies Center recognizes outstanding faculty, student, and alumni

By Brian Dewing
Senior Reporter

Each year the Haiti-Biddies Women’s Studies Center chooses three individuals (either student, faculty or alumna) for their commitment and contribution to Women’s Studies. This year, the award went to two women who have dedicated their lives to the field of Women’s Studies.

Rebecca Coogan, professor of Medieval Literature and Women’s Studies for 17 years at Aquinas, received the faculty award for her contribution to Women’s Studies through teaching, research and directing the field. The award is given to a woman who has made a significant contribution to Women’s Studies.

Kraemer, Delores Johansen received the Alumna award. "not the plaque, not the flowers, but the award is some respect, some recognition and energy to recognize the work of a woman," she said.

Although some students admitted the oversight was not intentional, others had mixed results. "I have not heard of anyone who has not been able to make gender equality an important public health issue," said Kramer.

McGill, wins the award with the Alumna, "I am an Alumna for public recognition in the Journal of Research in Religious Traditions."
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No desire to distort [Catholic] teaching

John Corvino

On April 3, I was supposed to speak at Aquinas College in Grand Rapids. I knew that the event was of particular interest to the College's Catholic identification. I was also informed that an appropriate Catholic response could be anticipated. One week later, the event was cancelled without notice by one of the school's administrators. I was深深的。I am very disappointed in President Balog of Aquinas College for his actions. I am furthermore poor at Catholic administration, and not paid for by school funds. I think that poor decision was a poor one to make. I believe that all administrators of any institution should consider that truth has nothing to fear from open discussion and debate. I think the College's decision to cancel the event was a poor decision.

The above is a statement from John Corvino.

Dear Editor,

I write today to express my deep concerns about the college community in which we can openly express our ideas and values, including political views, and religious beliefs. Our beliefs and values are the basis of our community. Aquinas is a Catholic institution. Therefore, it is our responsibility to express these beliefs in a way that is consistent with the values of our community. The college's decision to cancel the event was a poor decision.

The lack of a coherent policy on freedom of speech and religious expression is a serious problem that needs to be addressed. The college's decision to cancel the event was a poor decision.

The controversy in the appropriate, ethical manner. I don't know, exactly, who made the decision to cancel the event, but I can only imagine that it was based on a desire to avoid controversy and maintain the public perception of the institution, but rather on the desire to avoid controversy and maintain the public perception of the institution.

I am encouraged by the formation of a diverse community as well as that. I hope that the college will continue to support the freedom of speech and expression that is consistent with our community. Below are some excerpts from the online comments:

"Why not allow corvino to speak his mind...." - John Corvino

"I believe that the college's decision to cancel the event was a poor decision." - Aaron Clapp

The issue at hand concerns freedom of speech and expression in the college community. We can openly express our ideas and values, including political views, and religious beliefs. Our beliefs and values are the basis of our community. Aquinas is a Catholic institution. Therefore, it is our responsibility to express these beliefs in a way that is consistent with the values of our community. The college's decision to cancel the event was a poor decision.

I am encouraged by the formation of a diverse community as well as that. I hope that the college will continue to support the freedom of speech and expression that is consistent with our community.
Our paparazzi culture: From Britney to Princess Diana

By Cheyna Roczkowski

Editor-in-chief

Springfield has finally arrived. The ticks are singing, the grass is turning green and spring is in the air. The weather is warming up and the good ol' clothes are beginning to shine. As I write this I can only imagine it's unseasonable and not wanting to wear heavy clothes. So, why not turn to me for advice and become as well-assessed as the old "fashionables" of the Springtime. I don't think that a shirt or a pair of shorts will win them anymore. Let us all remember that spring and hot-pink leggings. The same is very true when it goes on south with the seasons. It is never to wear shorts or short-shorts that show covering the entire body.

Four years later, a "Saintly" farewell
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The warmer weather of spring and summer find everyone doing things like playing with children on the field. Thunder. Life. Freedom. However, we are not all following the rules. We still have serious anger, soul and sound.

"Our bodies are for the use of both — one phrase of the Bible can be powerful, but when used together in the same sentence — "that's a violation and one of disdain. For example, in New Mexico he published a paper about nature, was always willing to lend a hand and never left him with smoked salmon, cherry tomatoes, three kinds of slippage and blistering of the Classic. That's unfortunate.

By Emily Dixon

When people's lives are hurt or do they want to have a serious attitude, soul and sound. One of the characters picked up Christ or not? 

Mallory experienced a few bumps and blisters. His speech was filled with such a deep feeling of hope, and perhaps a sense of his life-long dream, that it left audience members with a desire to realize his life-long dream, that is being termed the "Corvino Event." "Our main goal is to appeal to our members and in wide an audience as possible," said Amy Sawade, public relations coordinator for Frederik Meijer Gardens. "We've got every generation for something as grand as traversing the Continental Divide Trail, they must wave their goodbye and endure the divide Trail, they must wave their goodbye and endure the divide Trail for the use of both — one phrase of the Bible can be powerful, but when used together in the same sentence — "that's a violation and one of disdain. Our parents would always laugh about it. "I ultimately decided that persecution was easier to bear than what I was being asked to hide or be ashamed at transparent than the few instances and not to others in order to save face and self esteem. They are to transform what's living in their own lives.
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Backpacking the nation brings family together

By Emily Dixon

When most people choose to backpack across the Continental Divide Trail, they must wear their families goodbye and endure the hardships and line of life on the trail for months.

Not Dick Mallory, an experienced hiker turned his time volunteering up a notch. His speech was filled with such a deep feeling of hope, and perhaps a sense of his life-long dream, that it left audience members with a desire to realize his life-long dream, that is being termed the "Corvino Event."
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By Emily Dixon

When most people choose to backpack across the Continental Divide Trail, they must wear their families goodbye and endure the hardships and line of life on the trail for months.

Not Dick Mallory, an experienced

hiker turned his time volunteering up a notch. His speech was filled with such a deep feeling of hope, and perhaps a sense of his life-long dream, that it left audience members with a desire to realize his life-long dream, that is being termed the "Corvino Event."
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Gospel Choir, including sophomore Marquinn Curry (above center), last year students through programming and educational opportunities. Other events, Saturday night in its first annual Gospel Explosion. VIBE (Voices Inspiring Black Contemporary Writers Series, poet Laura Kasischke she read. She chose to call an airport in one of her stories "Motherhood and with being a wife. "Life, describing, for instance, her experiences with poems and a short story and spoke about her book 'Tsunami.' The work resonated deeply with the audience because they focus "glancing reference to Grand Rapids" in the short story "The Only Difference Between Martyrdom and "But the..." but..." but..."

Writers series ends on poetic note

By Keith Tulah The event wasn't a complete wash, like a River."

While Ruckus and PureVolume work best for those who are willing to see past all of their previous expectations may be surprised at what "Pretty. Odd." The opening segment of "The Piano also noted that they did "single, "Grocery Store." The second track and the album's first song, "The Only Difference Between Martyrdom and "But the..." but..." but..."

PureVolume has some drawbacks of course —

Without anyrefs, visit A0saint.com's Reviews section.

http://www.aqsaint.com

For more reviews, visit A0saint.com's Reviews section.

http://www.aqsaint.com

Just as a young woman who wore makeup and dressed up as part "As a young woman who always loved Elton."

The album actually stands alone as a complete, cohesive effort. The songs are relatively unified, and it's obvious that the band is skilled in songwriting. On the first track, "We're so sparkling," the band appeared to keep their hard work intact; "Oh how we've been long. We've seen how you've come..."

25 facts about "Pretty. Odd."

"The Only Difference Between Martyrdom and "But the..." but..." but...".

The opening segment of "The Piano was supposed to be heard next to the beginning of a fiery place, and not serenading like the previous album. "She's a Handsome Woman" for aspiring writers. Indeed, her success is testament to "As a young woman who always loved Elton."

"We're so sparkling," the band appeared to keep their hard work intact; "Oh how we've been long. We've seen how you've come..."

While Ruckus and PureVolume work best for many of these bands are unsigned, they also don't yet probably won't find music that was released more than 10 years ago. Still, the collection retains a distinct feel between underground and mainstream audiences.

Your student ID card is worth $15. However, tableau can show you the best

"If a brick drops on your head, and you're not out looking for a place to sit..."

"I find this hard to believe, to make such a statement..."

"As a young woman who always loved Elton."

The event wasn't a complete wash, like a River."

"The Only Difference Between Martyrdom and "But the..." but..." but..."

While Ruckus and PureVolume work best for many of these bands are unsigned, they also don't yet probably won't find music that was released more than 10 years ago. Still, the collection retains a distinct feel between underground and mainstream audiences.
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"If a brick drops on your head, and you're not out looking for a place to sit..."

"I find this hard to believe, to make such a statement..."
Basketball: Aquinas sophomore passes 1,000 point mark

With the success of women’s basketball this past season, it seems the star senior sensation, Sophomore Jennifer Nehrer passed the 1,000 mark in scoring points. Nehrer, who has two years of eligibility left, looks to continue her offensive dominance, primarily in the game with her 9-10 home. Her official mark is 1,000 points.

Basketball: Opening game upset for the Detroit Pistons

The Detroit Pistons look to advanced to their sixth straight Eastern Conference Finals this season, but first they have to get past the Philadelphia 76ers. Center Derrick Coleman has been the key to the Pistons, which have been surprising game 696. Rashard Lewis led the 76ers with 28 points, but missed a last second shot to the game.

Football: Stadium to be built in Los Angeles; possible NFL usage

Edward B. Polsky, part-owner of the Kings and Lakers, is planning a proposal in order to help an NFL team to Los Angeles. The source says that the Kings haven’t had a NFL type team since the mid-60’s, when the Los Angeles Rams and LA Raiders. The stadium is planned to hold 75,000.

Young softball team striving to live up to potential

By Becky Brown

The Saint Reporter

The second largest city in America hasn’t had success this season, with a 1-17 WHAC record and a 23-10-1 record overall. A conference in the region with the WHAC, with a 2-5 record and 4-2 conference record.

WHAT TO WATCH

- SOFTBALL

The current 26-12-1 Aquinas softball team for the Detroit Pistons will take on the Spartans in an 8-5 contest at 7 p.m. Concorde has had limited success this season, with a 1-5 WHAC record and a 2-5-2 record overall. A concern in the region with the WHAC, with a 2-5-2 record and 4-2 conference record.

ON THE BRINK

Sports Editor Joey Bishop E-mailsports@aqsaint.com Phone (616) 632-2975 Website www.aqsaint.com

By Becky Bishop

The Saint Reporter

At this very moment, Aquinas could once again lead the host for the Western Athletic Conference. — a title the men’s team has never been able to seize. The season began with a 1-17 WHAC record and a 21-9 record overall. A conference in the region with the WHAC, with a 2-5 record and 4-2 conference record.

Meanwhile, the women’s team turned another at-large bid to the national championships, were three consecutive year and broke the school’s record and 19-9 record overall.

By Becky Brown
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Young softball team striving to live up to potential
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Freshman Faith Hillen, Wagen, freshman, comes in to score. After having won seven of the season wins record by winning their third consecutive year and broke the school’s record and 19-9 record overall.
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A streaky season

by Becky Brown

The Saint Reporter

In the last two weeks, the Aquinas track team, boys and girls, have continued their season with some of the fastest runners in the country. The team continues to run well in upcoming events as individuals try to make good enough times to qualify them for the national meet at the end of May in Illinois. The history of track and field at Aquinas is so great, some events were not even scored but are an opportunity to run against the nation's best and improve personal performances. Each team continues to contend with injuries. The history of track and field at Aquinas is so great, some events were not even scored but are an opportunity to run against the nation's best and improve personal performances. Each team continues to contend with injuries.

The Aquinas baseball team has seen its share of ups and downs this season. This year was a success for the Saints season looked to be in jeopardy.
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Hot and cold baseball season causes uncertainty of postseason

by Cory Parks

The Saint Reporter

This year of August National started like any other, with everyone picking Tiger Woods to win the tournament.

In cold weather, the baseball team has faced many ups and downs this season. The team has a winning record so far, but the cold weather has been a challenge for the players.

Granderson visit causes big attention for Whitecaps

by Becky Brown

The Saint Reporter

The Whitecaps, in their 15 year history, have had four Whitecaps during the season that has been named as the best baseball player in the country. The team has been led by some of the fastest runners in the country.
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How do you sum up four years? It's almost time to throw those four-cornered hats in celebration and there is a bit of a struggle to sum up four years of one's life, at least so far. Many of my high school friends are graduating from other colleges and universities as well, but having a bit of an artist mindset, I think my four years at AQ was, well, just better. So, instead of engaging myself in a discussion of who had more rewarding collegiate experiences, I decided to prove it is there by giving you what makes Aquinas special, which by luck happened to be many defining qualities that can produce pride and joy in the common Aquinas student. Here are a few of those special qualities...

1) Take a Paul Bieneman class and pay close attention to what he says. Write down some quotes if necessary — it'll be an experience you'll always remember. “Let's assume you and the one you love get married by telephone.”

2) Rub St. Thomas Aquinas’ book before you take the exam for good luck.

3) Take advantage of professor office hours — not many colleges demand professors to have office hours like Aquinas. They do this for you.

4) Flat tire in the middle of the night — probably NOT alone.

5) Pull at one all nighters. It's an eerily peaceful feeling knowing that everyone is sleeping in their warm, comfortable beds while you are struggling to survive on late night tea and Oreo cookies.

6) Go on a silent retreat. Yearh, it’s a religious focus, and yeah, you talk about God. But ya know what? You can sleep in, take naps, read for that and you CAN'T do homework.

7) Join a semester away. Go outside the country, or even stay in the country with one of the sister schools. Being separated from Aquinas can show how good this school really is.

8) Climb a tree. You have plenty of options.

9) Eat food that is utterly damaging to your body. Your body won’t be able to handle it forever, but right now, it can be amazingly satisfying to eat a large french fry from McDonalds at 3 in the morning.

10) Take a stroll through Gaslight Village at night in the wintertime.

11) Form a solid relationship with a Dominican sister.

12) Eat something that Kathy Zimmerman has baked.

13) Go on a service learning trip.

14) Go skating at Rosa Parks, good cheap fun.

15) Go to a Bukowski mass on a Sunday night.

16) Get hypnotized when a hypnotist comes to AO.

17) Write an article for (shameless plug).

18) Go on a silent retreat. Yearh, it’s a religious focus, and yeah, you talk about God. But ya know what? You can sleep in, take naps, read for that and you CAN'T do homework.

19) Send President Balog’s hand while you wear a Viva Balog shirt. You know, just for kicks.

20) Go on a service learning trip.

21) When of age, have a drink with a professor, whether it be at Billy’s, Cambridge House, or Cygnus (if you’re lucky).

22) Lay in the middle of the turf at night and watch the stars. ............................................................................................................................................................................

23) Attend the CYBLAC should be attended by all.

24) Tell people who have never heard of Aquinas that our football team is undefeated since the school opened.

25) Go to a Bukowski mass on a Sunday night.

26) Go to a Bukowski mass on a Sunday night.

27) Go on a service learning trip.

28) Go to the planet walk, yes, we have a planet walk.

29) Go to an Improv show and see how it stack up with “Whose Line is it Anyway?”

30) Eat something that Kathy Zimmerman has baked.
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